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In a recent article, Lottoet al. @J. Acoust. Soc. Am.103, 3648–3655~1998!# presented experiments
investigating the role played by perceived phonemic identity in demonstrations of decreased
discriminability for prototypical vowel sounds. The authors interpreted their results as evidence
against shrinkage of perceptual space near vowel category prototypes. In this letter, it is shown that
this interpretation is based on a flawed data analysis in which a key confounding term has been
neglected. ©2000 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~00!00905-X#

PACS numbers: 43.71.An, 43.71.Es@JMH#
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The perceptual magnet effect~PME! reported by Kuhl
~1991! has been a hotly debated topic in the speech per
tion literature in recent years. According to the Kuhlet al.
account, the PME is a case of perceptual space b
‘‘shrunk’’ near prototypical examples of vowel sounds,
compared to near nonprototypical examples, such that
same spectral difference seems smaller near prototyp
vowels than near nonprototypical vowels. In a recent JA
article entitled ‘‘Depolarizing the perceptual magnet effec
Lotto, Kluender, and Holt~1998! attempt to show that the
PME is nothing more than a ‘‘further demonstration th
general discriminability is greater for cross-category stim
lus pairs than for within-category pairs’’~p. 3648!. In other
words, Lottoet al. posit that PME experimental results ca
be completely explained by a simple assumption, rooted
classical treatments of categorical perception~CP!, without
reference to shrunken representations of spectral space
prototypical vowels. The assumption is that differences
the ability to discriminate prototypical versus nonprototy
cal sounds can be attributed to differences in the probab
that two sounds in a discrimination pair are given differe
phonemic labels by the listener. That is, two nonprototypi
vowel sounds are more likely to be given different phonem
labels by the listener, and are thus more likely to be discri
nated by the listener, than two prototypical vowel sounds

In order to assess this claim, Lottoet al. perform some
interesting PME experiments that correct for contextual
fects on phonemic identification. After analyzing their e
perimental results, Lottoet al. claim that ‘‘Following appli-
cation of time-worn models of Categorical Perception a
classical findings of phonetic perception in context, PM
theory makes the wrong predictions’’~p. 3653!. However, an
analytical error in the authors’ analysis invalidates this cla
Before investigating this issue, it is useful to define so
terminology. In the following, P will be used to refer to th
prototype stimulus~i.e., a ‘‘good’’ example of /i/! and NP to
the nonprototype~a ‘‘bad’’ example of /i/!. The probability
of generalizing two sounds~i.e., responding that they are th
same when they are actually different! will be denoted by

a!Electronic mail: guenther@cns.bu.edu
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p~gen!. Finally, following Lotto et al. ~1998!, the term
‘‘PME theory’’ will be used to refer to the assertion by Kuh
and colleagues that the PME represents a shrinking of
ceptual space in the neighborhood of prototypical sounds
that it is not simply the result of ‘‘phonemic identity’’ pro
cesses as described above.

Lotto et al. compare the difference between the gen
alization of P and NP sounds as measured in their exp
ment with a predicted difference in generalization of P a
NP sounds obtained under the assumption that considera
of phonemic identity alone accounts for the difference. Qu
ing Lotto et al. ~p. 3653!:

‘‘... if PME is due to a shrinking of the perceptua
space around the prototype, then the differences
tween predicted generalization scores@predicted under
the assumption that phonetic identity alone is resp
sible# for P and NP conditions should be substantia
less than the scores obtained@in their experiment#. For
these comparisons, it is the differences in the gener
zation scores and not the actual scores themselves
are important. Predictions of discriminability using th
method understandably underestimate the discr
inability of speech sounds~e.g., Miyawaki et al.,
1975!. If one assumes that other bases for discrimin
tion other than perceived identity~e.g., guessing, spec
tral difference! are equally potent for the P and N
conditions, then it is appropriate to compare the p
dicted differences and observed differences.’’

The assumption underlying this comparison can be writ
mathematically as follows:

p~gen!5p~gen by PI!1p~gen by spect!, ~1!

wherep~gen by PI! is the probability that the two sounds i
a discrimination trial are identified as the same phoneme
the listener~i.e., the probability of generalizing based o
phonemic identity!, and p~gen by spect! is the probability
that the two sounds cannot be discriminated based on s
tral distance or other means. Lottoet al. use their identifica-
tion scores from experiment 1 to predict the difference
35767(6)/3576/2/$17.00 © 2000 Acoustical Society of America
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generalization scores for P and NP based on phonemic i
tity alone:

Diff –PI5p~gen by PI, P!2p~gen by PI, NP!, ~2!

where p~gen by PI, P! is the probability of generalization
based on phonemic identity in the prototype case, etc.
difference predicted by phonemic identity alone is then co
pared to the measured difference in generalization sco
which, from Eq.~1!, is assumed to correspond to the follow
ing:

Diff –measured5p~gen, P!2p~gen, NP!

5p~gen by PI, P!1p~gen by spect, P!

2@p~gen by PI, NP!

1p~gen by spect, NP!#

5Diff –PI1p~gen by spect, P!

2p~gen by spect, NP!. ~3!

Because the difference as predicted from phonemic iden
alone ~Diff –PI, calculated to be 8.57 by Lottoet al.! is
greater than the difference as determined from the meas
generalization scores~Diff –measured, which was 5.61 in th
Lotto et al. experiment!, the authors conclude thatp~gen by
spect, P! must be less thanp~gen by spect, NP!, which is the
opposite of what is predicted by PME theory: according
this analysis, it is easier to discriminate, based on spec
difference, sounds near the prototype than sounds nea
nonprototype. This prompts the authors to claim~p. 3653!
that ‘‘If category goodness plays any role in predicting d
criminations it must be in a manner opposite to what h
previously been suggested!’’

The following hypothetical example can be used
highlight the problem with the Lottoet al. analysis. Assume
that, in the NP case, all test pairs fall into different phonem
categories. That is,p(gen by PI, NP)50%. Assume further
that all test pairs in the P case fall into the same phone
category, sop(gen by PI, P)5100%. For this case, Diff–PI
is 100%. Next, assume that PME theory is correct, such
p(gen by spect)530% for the NP case and 60% for the
case. That is, perceptual space is warped around the p
type such that the same spectral difference is half as likel
be discriminated near P than near NP. Since all NP stim
can be discriminated by phonemic identity alon
p(gen, NP)50% regardless ofp~gen by spect, NP!, and
since no P stimuli can be distinguished by phonemic id
tity, p(gen, P)5p(gen by spect, P)560%. The value of
Diff –measured as calculated from generalization data
lowing the Lotto et al. method thus would be 60%. Sinc
Diff –PI is 100% and Diff–measured is only 60%, using th
Lotto et al. logic one would conclude that there is a ve
strong antimagnet effect, as Lottoet al. conclude from their
experimental results. Clearly this is incorrect in our hyp
thetical example sincep~gen by spect! is twice as large for
the P case than the NP case; that is, there is a strong ma
effect, not a strong antimagnet effect.

Although this example represents an extreme case
the sake of illustration, the same problem exists for less
3577 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 107, No. 6, June 2000
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treme cases. The problem lies with the assumption sum
rized in Eq. ~1!. Generalization will take place only if a
stimulus pair generalizes based on phonemicand based on
spectral difference. Equation~1! is thus incorrect, and the
following equation should have been used instead:

p~gen!5p~gen by PI and gen by spect!

5p~gen by PI!1p~gen by spect!

2p~gen by PI or gen by spect!. ~4!

This form of the equation follows from a fundamental axio
of probability theory~e.g., Ross, 1976!:

p~A and B!5p~A!1p~B!2p~A or B!. ~5!

The exclusion of thep~gen by PI or gen by spect! term
completely confounds the Lottoet al. analysis and conclu-
sions. The Lottoet al.comparison of predicted and measur
differences in generalization would be valid only ifp~gen by
PI or gen by spect! were the same in the P and NP cond
tions, since in this case they would cancel each other in
equation for Diff–measured. Given that the Lottoet al. ex-
perimental results indicate thatp~gen by PI! is 8.57% less for
NP than for P, it is not reasonable to assume that this is
case. It can be shown that, for PME theory to be suppo
by the Lottoet al. results,p~gen by PIor gen by spect! need
only be 3% less in the NP case than in the P case. Since t
is no way to estimate the values ofp~gen by PIor gen by
spect! for the P and NP conditions based on the Lottoet al.
experimental results~nor the results of any other experime
of which I am aware!, the Lottoet al. results do not provide
evidence against PME theory despite the authors’ claim
the contrary.

Of course, a lack of evidence against PME theory sho
not be interpreted as evidence supporting PME theory
appears clear from Kuhl~1991! and followup studies includ-
ing Lotto et al. ~1998! that our auditory perceptual space f
vowels is warped in the following sense: discriminability
measured byd8 is worse for some parts of acoustic spa
than other parts, and this appears to have something to
with the locations of vowel categories in the listener’s la
guage. However, the relative roles of labeling processes,
egory prototypes, and other influences in this warping
mains to be clarified.
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